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Abstract
In hot laboratory plasmas, Internal Transport Barriers (ITB) have recently

been observed, localized in the radial profile "around" rational values of the
winding number w(r) = l/q{r). Such barriers are obviously related to the
perturbed magnetic structure, described by a 1 + 1/2 Hamiltonian in presence
of a perturbation. From the point of view of non-linear Hamiltonian dynamical
systems [1] this experimental result appears highly paradoxical since rational
g-values generally correspond to the less robust tori.

We have studied the appearance of chaos of toroidal magnetic lines by
a discrete area-preserving map named "tokamap" [2] . By increasing the
perturbation, we have observed in a wide chaotic sea the destruction of the
last confining Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) surfaces, broken and trans-
formed into permeable Cantor sets (Cantori). The flux across a Cantorus
has been computed by using refined mathematical techniques due to MacKay,
Mather and Aubry. We have proved that the ITB observed in the tokamap is
actually composed [3] of two permeable Cantori with "noble" values of w (in
the definition of Percival).

More generally, between the dominant chains of rational islands q = ^ r j ,
the most resistant barriers between a = I S ^ and ^ ^ have been checked
(Greene, MacKay and Stark) to be localized on the "most irrational" numbers
in these Farey intervals, i.e. on the noble numbers N(l. m) = l + [l/(m+l/G)]
(where G is the Golden number) defined by their continuous fraction expansion
N{i,m) = \i,m,(l)o°).

In conclusion, the study of the tokamap mapping allowed us to predict on
mathematical basis that ITB can occur in tokamak plasmas not only " around"
rational magnetic surfaces but more precisely on noble q—values of irrational
surfaces, and to localize them by the Fibonacci series of their convergent^.
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1 Chaotic magnetic lines

In the way towards thermonuclear fusion energy, Tokamak plasmas are the most
studied today. Long time confinement of a hot plasma is achieved by a strong
toroidal and poloidal magnetic field, with magnetic lines remaining a priori on per-
fect toroidal magnetic surfaces, described by one degree of freedom (d.o.f.) Hamilton
equations of "motion" along the torus. The helical motion of the line is characterized
by a surface quantity, the small-radius dependent winding number u(r), inverse of
the safety factor q(r) used in Tokamak physics.

However coil imperfections as well as internal instabilities (tearing) are respon-
sible for magnetic perturbations, with a 1 + 1/2 Hamiltonian structure, allowing
for surface breaking and appearance of (measured) magnetic island and chaotic
layers. This remains a situation of incomplete magnetic chaos because several
Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) surfaces remain robust between chaotic layers
and island remnants. These KAM surfaces may act as transport barriers inhibiting
radial transport of heat and particles which predominantly follow magnetic lines
(in absence of particle collisions and magnetic drifts). Strong gradients of density
or temperature have indeed been measured either on the plasma edge (H-modes)
or inside the plasma (Internal Transport Barriers - ITB) " near" rational values of

2 Transport barriers in the tokamap

Prom the point of view of non-linear dynamical systems theory (see e.g. [1]), this
experimental result appears highly paradoxical since rational values of o> are known
to correspond to the less robust circles.

We have thus used the technique of discrete area-preserving Hamiltonian map-
pings in order to study chaotic magnetic lines in a toroidal geometry, namely in the
"tokamap" [2] with a realistic radial u> profile. For increasing values of a pertur-
bation or stochasticity parameter L, this mapping describes successive breaking of
KAM barriers, and the appearance of a slow radial motion of magnetic lines across
the resulting Cantor sets (Cantori). As expected from non-linear dynamical systems
theories, the most resistant KAM surfaces have most irrational u>{r).1

For a value of the perturbation parameter L very near the one necessary for the
breaking of the KAM on the edge, a typical wide chaotic sea is found encircling a
protected plasma core. Such a chaotic sea is described by a single very long magnetic
line, and an intermittent motion is observed across an ITB [3]. By using refined

1 The Golden number G however was shown however to play no particular role in the tokamap.
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Figure 1: The main noble transport barriers are represented in bold lines in nor-
malized coordinates x — p/a = ^/i> and 0. The robust KAM N(l, 11) separating
the central protected plasma core (in white) from the chaotic shell. The two semi-
permeable Cantori JV(1,8) and N(l,7) form an internal barrier resulting in a very
slow and intermittent motion towards the chaotic sea. The robust KAM torus on
the plasma edge iV(4, 2) has been identified to have a vanishing flux.

mathematical techniques due to MacKay, Mather and Aubry, we have proved [4]
that this ITB is actually composed of two permeable Cantori with irrational, "noble"
values of u (in the definition of Percival [5]) given by JV(1,8) and JV(1,7) defined
below in (2), as seen in the phase portrait of Fig.(l) .

3 Barrier localization in q-profiles

3.1 The q-comb model

From the experimental point-of-view, the localization of such ITB appears to be
important in plasma simulations models, like the "g-comb" model [6], [7] which
considers a series of plasma shells with "good" and "bad" confinement properties
(low and high values of thermal diffusivity xe) alternating on precise radial positions
which have been chosen, in agreement with experiments, "near" rational values of
q = l/u>. An example is given in Fig. (2)

In Fig.(2) the positions of the barriers are obtained from experimental evidences,
but the precise location of the low xe regions (barriers) are not particularly related
to any most resistant KAM or Cantorus, nor to noble g-values, but rather on a
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Figure 2: Schematic drawing of a g-comb as presented in Fig. 5.4, p. 60 in Ref.[6j
(by courtesy of A. Schilham). The position of the barriers are obtained from exper-
imental evidences, but the precise location of the low %e regions (barriers) are not
particularly related to any most resistent KAM or Cantorus, nor to noble ij-values,
but rather on a main rational (1, 4/3, 3/2 and 2) and a neighbouring surface.

main rational (1, 4/3, 3/2 and 2) and a neighboring surface.

3.2 Cantori on noble q-values

The above results [4], [8] allow us to determine the values of a; where such transitions
occur in the vicinity of a given rational chain. Let us consider for instance the main
series of rational islands

q = Q(m) = m
(1)

m — 1
separated by chaotic zones. The most resistant barriers between q — ££±2 and m^-
are expected, according to Greene, MacKay and Stark [9], to be localized on the
"most irrational" numbers in these Farey intervals, i.e. on the noble numbers

1
N(l,m) = 1 +m+l/G

where

(2)

(3)

is the Golden number. The numbers introduced in (2) are thus denned by their
continuous fraction expansion

N(i,m) = [i m (1)°°} (4)

the rational approximants of which (also named "convergents") have numerators
and denominators following two Fibonacci series [10]. It is simple to prove that
those noble numbers N(l,m) (2) are alternating with the main rationals Q(m):

Q{m + 1) > N(l, m) > Q(m + 2) (5)
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Figure 3: Schematical situation of several island chains in a dominant series q —
Q(m) — (m + l)/m with here m = 4, 5 and 6. We exhibit here the most resistant
surfaces in these Farey intervals between q = Q(m + 2) and q = Q(m + 1), which
are the noble ^-values N(l, m) where the Cantori are localized in this simple case.

as illustrated on Fig. (3).

In the tokamap with L = 4.875/2TT for instance, one main ITB has been observed
in the chaotic sea. It is formed by the two noble Cantori q — N(l,7) and N(l,8),
surrounding the chain of rational island remnants q — 9/8. For instance we have
proved [4] that, in the tokamap with an monotonously increasing g-profile, the
surface q — N(l, 7) located between q = 9/8 and q = 8/7 is indeed a Cantorus for
a stochasticity parameter L = 4.875/2TT. We have proved indeed that the sequence
of its convergent chains

9/8,17/15,26/23,43/38,69/61,112/99,
181/160,293/259,474/419,767/678,1241/1097,...

1

(6)
(7)

JV(1,7) = 7+1/G = 1.311267464...

(where numerators and denominators separately follow Fibonacci series [10]) sat-
isfies indeed the Greene supercritical condition [11] for Cantori. This condition is
proved to be satisfied by calculating the residues i?J and R~ for orbits qv — nvjmv

: the residue i?+ of a "maxmin" orbit passing through elliptic or inverse hyperbolic
points is going indeed to +oo , and the residue R~ of an "extremizing" orbit pass-
ing through direct hyperbolic points is going to -co , proving the existence of a
Cantorus on^ = N(l> 7). Moreover the flux across this surface has been computed
and is compatible with a permeable Cantorus: along the series of convergents (6)
the flux indeed converges towards a finite nonzero value of the order of ~ 10~9 [4],
in contract with the flux across a KAM which are checked to converge to zero.

The general structure of the noble Cantori alternating with main rational chains
q = Q(m) = -—^ is given in Fig. (3). This schema represents a typical situation
of several island chains in a dominant series q — Q(m + 1) = (m + l)/m where
the chains m = 4, 5 and 6 are presented. It appears from the tokamap example
[8], [4] that the most resistant surface in one of these Farey intervals, between
q = Q(m + 2) and q = Q(m + 1), actually corresponds to the "most noble" q-value
which is exactly q = N(l,m) (see Eq.(5)). The surfaces with q = N(l,m) are the
positions where we find the most robust KAM's, which after breaking for increased



values of L, give rise to the most resistant barriers, the Cantori. This can be seen
in the JAVA animation movie [3] in which long sojourn times can be observed in
most chaotic layers surrounding the main rational chains, each layer being limited
by two Cantori.

As Greene wrote twenty years ago, the breakup of magnetic surfaces "is a prob-
lem of number theory" [12], as is verified here again.

4 Conclusion
In conclusion, the study of the tokamap mapping has allowed us to predict on
mathematical basis that ITB's can occur in the magnetic field of tokamak plasmas
not only "around" rational magnetic surfaces but more precisely on the edge of
chaotic layers, i.e. on irrational surfaces, with noble <?—values of irrational surfaces.
These surfaces can be localized by the Fibonacci series of their convergents (see e.g.
6).

We have shown that the experimental measurements [7] which identify the pres-
ence of ITB's "around" rational surfaces are actually in qualitative agreement with
the above theoretical approach of a magnetic description of ITS's [8] [4], since the
noble irrational surfaces are located in the near vicinity of rational surfaces, but
alternating with the latter. Such precise localization can be used for instance to
build more refined g-comb models for transport in stratified plasmas [7].
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